


T-Base Pro from Raytech is a powerful 
software for remote control,data exchange 
and analysis of Transformer Measuring 
Instruments. It runs on Windows based PC 
and a modern graphical user interface 
makes it easy and a pleasure to operate. 
Any custom request or special feature can 
easily be added with a custom Add-on.
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T-Base for remote control, data exchange and analysis



Easily import all the test results from your Raytech Test-System



Display all the results in a clear and easy-to-read 



Display the results and / or create a test report 
with a single click



Show your results graphically for an easy interpretation
of the condition of the test object 



Compare it with results of the past, easily managed with fi lters



Create Transformer profi les which you can download 
to all Raytech instruments



Even Transformers with multiple Tap-Changers 
are simple to create with the ”Tap Reference Wizard“



Just select and download the created Profi les 
to any Raytech instrument 



An integrated powerful Diagnostic tool helps to monitor 
communication and can assist a software developer 



See the Log of all actions showing green if successful or red in case of error. 
You can send your Log directly to Raytech for further investigation and support.



Get this powerful T-Base Pro free of charge 
at 

www.raytech.ch



 

Extend T-Base Pro with this
powerful tool to remote 
control Raytech instruments.
Do all the work while sitting at 
your desk.

T-Base Pro Sequence – the 
powerful tool for a completely 
automated test sequence. 
Do all the work while sitting 
at dinner!
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Phone  +41 56 648 60 10
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